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We can define (31) in an alternative way:
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which means that finding an optimal realization of the SEFC is equiv-
alent to obtaining a similarity transformation that is a solution to the
following nonlinear optimization problem:
Topt = arg min
T2R
det(T )6=0
f(T) (41)
with the cost function
f(T)
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To find a Topt, we will adopt an iterative optimization procedure to
generate a sequence fT0, T1, T2; ￿￿￿g, which converges to Topt.
The optimization (41) is constrained. Define ￿
￿ = fT 2R
n￿n:
det(T)=0 g.A s￿ is only a manifold in R
n￿n, starting from a T0 = 2
￿, it is rare for an iterative sequence fTig to move into ￿. Thus, in
the iterative procedure, the constraint det(T) 6=0can practically be
ignored, leading to an unconstrained optimization problem:
~ ￿ = min
T2R
f(T): (43)
The possible pitfall of violating the constraint can readily be avoided
by the following measure. As the inverse of T is required in the com-
putation of f(T), it is obtained using the singular value (SV) decom-
position. If an SV of T is too small, T is almost singular and a small
perturbation ￿In is added to T so that T + ￿In = 2 ￿. This small per-
turbation, which is rarely needed, will not affect the convergence of the
iterative procedure.
Because the cost function f(T) is nonsmooth and nonconvex, opti-
mization must be based on a direct search without the aid of cost func-
tion derivatives. The conventional optimization methods for this kind
of problem, such as Rosenbrock and Simplex algorithms [10], [11],
generally can only find a local minimum. Although the choice of ini-
tial realization will not affect the closed-loop eigenvalues, the eigen-
value sensitivities @￿i=@w, 8i depend on the chosen initial realiza-
tion. Thus, for different w0, the shape of the cost function f(T) will
change,givingrisetoadifferentdegreeofdifficultyintheoptimization
procedure. It is therefore important to use an efficient, and preferably
global, optimization method. We adopt a global optimization strategy
based on the adaptive simulated annealing (ASA) [12], [13] to search
for a true global optimum ^ wopt.
V. ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE
This section presents a numerical example to illustrate the design
procedure and how the proposed optimization approach can be used
effectively to search for the optimal FWL realization of SEFC’s. This
example was taken from [9]. The discrete-time plant P(z) was given
by
As =
2:758200e +0 ￿2:534177e +0 7 :755853e ￿ 1
100
010
Bs =
1
0
0
Cs =[2:200000e ￿ 34 :400000e ￿ 32 :200000e ￿ 3]:
The initial realization of the controller C(z) was chosen to be
F0 =
2:497941e +0 ￿3:054695e +0 5 :153264e￿1
7:776040e￿1 ￿4:447920e￿1 ￿2:223960e￿1
￿1:801490e￿16 :397019e￿1 ￿1:801490e￿1
H0 =
1
0
0
K0 =[4:761000e ￿ 1 ￿8:183439e ￿ 13 :505623e ￿ 1]
G0 =
1:182995e +2
1:010891e +2
8:188593e +1
:
The corresponding transition matrix A(w0) was formed, from which
the poles and eigenvectors f￿0j, x0j, y0j, j =1 ; ￿￿￿; 6g of the ideal
closed-loop system were computed.
The ASA algorithm was used to search for an Topt by solving the
optimization problem (41), and it produced the following solution:
Topt =
￿2:492226e +2 ￿8:436334e +1 2 :500780e +2
￿1:712397e +2 ￿6:278793e +1 2 :126909e +2
￿9:225780e +1 ￿3:503457e +1 1 :704995e +2
:
This gave rise to the optimal FWL controller realization ^ wopt:
Fopt =
7:273562e￿1 ￿1:063087e￿11 :577498e￿1
￿1:906839e￿16 :591385e￿12 :312892e￿1
7:272022e￿2 ￿3:150339e￿24 :865053e￿1
Hopt =
￿5:926328e ￿ 2
1:743758e ￿ 1
3:763549e ￿ 3
Kopt =[￿1:086402e +1 ￿1:065065e +0 4 :778530e +0]
Gopt =
￿1:558451e ￿ 3
6:013747e ￿ 2
4:917847e ￿ 1
:
For the initial and optimal controller realizations, we exploit the true
minimal bit lengths B
min
s using the following computer simulation
method. Let initial bit length be enough big, e.g., Bs = 100.Rounding
(F,H,K,G)toBs bits,weobtaintheBs-bitsrepresentation(Fr,Hr,
Kr, Gr) and then check the stability of the closed-loop system com-
posedof(As,Bs,Cs)and(Fr,Hr,Kr,Gr),i.e.,observewhetherthe
closed-loop poles are in the open unit disk. Reduce Bs by 1 and repeat
rounding and checking until there appears to be closed-loop instability
at Bu bits. Then, B
min
s = Bu +1 . Table I compares the values of
the stability related measure, estimated minimum bit lengths, and true